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The first- and second-order wave-particle dualities for two-photon states are investigated in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. These duality relations are experimentally tested through two-photon pure states and two-photon
mixed states. The experimental results are in full agreement with the theoretical predictions. The optical fields
exhibiting the same first-order particlelike and wavelike behaviors may carry entirely different second-order
duality information, which implies that the higher-order duality relations are a useful tool for analyzing the
wave-particle duality for multiphoton states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1927, Bohr introduced the important principle of
complementarity in quantum mechanics [1] which predicts
equally real but mutually exclusive properties of quantum
systems [2,3]. The wave-particle duality is the most important
example of complementarity which tells us that the wavelike
and particlelike behaviors of quantum objects are mutually
exclusive. The earlier discussion on complementarity was
based on Young’s double-slit experiment with a light beam that
contained many photons [4,5]. In the 1980s, an experimentally
realizable duality was put forward based on a two-path
Mach-Zehnder interferometer fed with single photons. Two
quantities, the visibility of the interference pattern behind the
interferometer, V , and the distinguishability of the photon
passing along the two paths, D, are introduced to measure the
wavelike and particlelike behaviors of the photon, respectively,
and the duality of single photons can then be mathemati-
cally described by the inequality [6–9], D2 + V 2  1, where
the equality sign holds for single-photon pure states. For
the single-photon mixed states, the lost duality information
causes the increase of quantum uncertainty [10]. This duality
relation has been verified in several experiments [11], even
when the choice of measuring schemes is delayed after the
single photon’s entrance into the interferometer [12]. The
experimental delayed-choice test of the above duality relation
at the single-photon level was first reported in 2007 and
2008 [13,14]. Recently, by introducing additional degrees of
the single photon (its polarization), a new optical device named
the quantum beam splitter (QBS) is proposed in Refs. [15,16],
and is experimentally realized in different ways [17–19]. With
the additional degree in the QBS, the above duality relation is
still valid [18,19]. Note that the theory and experiments are all
based on the single particle (photon).
However, the duality at a single-particle level is not the
whole story about the duality. How to describe the duality
relation for a light beam still lies ahead of us. That is to say, we
need to consider the full particlelike and wavelike behaviors of
multiphotons. Recently, we have introduced two quantities to
define high-order visibility and distinguishability [20], which
generalizes the discussion of the duality from a single-photon
case to multiphoton cases. For the N -photon component of
a quantum state, there are N duality relations, which can
provide us more complete information about the particlelike
and wavelike behaviors of the multiphotons than any single
duality relation. This helps us to have a deep insight on duality
for a light beam composed of more than one photon.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly review the concept of high-order duality, and present
some theoretical results on the duality of two-photon pure or
mixed states. In Sec. III, we present results of the experimental
measurement of the first- and second-order dualities for the
two-photon pure and mixed states. In Sec. IV, we compare the
experimental result for the first- and second-order duality of
the two-photon pairs with the theoretical prediction. In Sec. V,
we present our conclusions.
II. HIGHER-ORDER WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY
In order to study the duality of multiphotons, we introduced
the concepts of the kth-order distinguishability and the kth-
order fringe visibility in a recent work [20]. The kth-order
distinguishability, defined in terms of the Hermitian operator
[21],
ˆDk ≡ (a
+
1 )kak1 − (a+2 )kak2〈(a+1 )kak1
〉+ 〈(a+2 )kak2
〉 , (1a)
is to quantify the kth-order particlelike behavior of multipho-
tons in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer; see Fig. 1. Here a+1
(a1) and a+2 (a2) denote the creation (annihilation) operators
of the modes in paths 1 and 2 in the interferometer, and
the denominator 〈(a+1 )kak1〉 + 〈(a+2 )kak2〉 is for normalization.
The kth-order wavelike behaviors of multiphotons in the
same interferometer are measured through the kth-order fringe
visibility,
ˆVk ≡ (a
+
1 )kak2eiφ + (a+2 )kak1e−iφ〈(a+1 )kak1
〉+ 〈(a+2 )kak2
〉 , (1b)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Mach-Zehnder interferometer in a duality
experiment. VBS is a variable beam splitter with adjustable reflectiv-
ity, PZT is a phase shifter, and BS is a 50:50 beam splitter.
where φ is the phase difference, which can be varied to
maximize or minimize the value of |〈 ˆVk〉|. In these definitions,
we have used the kth-order autocorrelation (a+i )kaki (i = 1,2)
and the kth-order coherence (a+1 )kak2 to replace the first-order
autocorrelation and the first-order coherence used for the
traditional distinguishability and visibility, which can now be
regarded as the special case of the definitions in (1) by setting
k = 1. The kth-order particle information and the kth-order
wave information are just the modules of the corresponding
expectation values, i.e., Dk = |〈 ˆDk〉| and Vk = |〈 ˆVk〉|max.
The physical understanding of the higher-order distin-
guishability and visibility can be obtained as follows. In
view of the identity (a+)kak = ∏k−1i=0 (a+a − i), the kth-
order distinguishability Dk is just the normalized difference
between the combination numbers of picking out k photons
in path 1 and path 2. For example, the second-order dis-
tinguishability of a quantum state α|n1m2〉 + β|k1l2〉, where
the basis |n1m2〉 (|k1l2〉) indicates n (k) photons in path
1 and m (l) photons in path 2, can be directly calculated
as D2 = |C
(2)
1 −C(2)2
C
(2)
1 +C(2)2
|, where C(2)1 = |α|2n(n − 1) + |β|2k(k −
1) and C(2)2 = |α|2m(m − 1) + |β|2l(l − 1) are the average
combination number of picking out two photons in path 1
and path 2 in the above state, respectively. Thus the kth-
order distinguishability Dk can be regarded as the degree
of asymmetry of the photon distribution in the two paths.
The visibility is determined by the off-diagonal elements of
the density matrix in a Fock state basis. For example, the
off-diagonal elements αβ∗|n1m2〉〈k1l2| and α∗β|k1l2〉〈n1m2|
of the above state contribute to the kth-order visibility Vk
when k = n − k = l − m or k = k − n = m − l. The diagonal
elements play no role in the evaluation of the visibility.
Our theoretical analysis showed that for the kth-order
particle information and the kth-order wave information we
have the kth-order duality relation [20],
D2k + V 2k  1, (2)
which is the generalization of the duality relation for single-
photon cases.
A general two-photon state in the basis {|2102〉,
|1112〉,|0122〉} can be described by a 3 × 3 density matrix,
ρ =
⎛
⎜⎝
ρ11 ρ12 ρ13
ρ21 ρ22 ρ23
ρ31 ρ32 ρ33
⎞
⎟⎠ , (3)
where the basis |n1m2〉 indicates n photons in path 1 and
m photons in path 2. By imposing the two operators in
Eqs. (1a) and (1b) onto the above state, we obtain the first-order
distinguishability and visibility in the two-photon case,
D1 = |ρ11 − ρ33|, (4a)
V1 =
√
2|ρ12 + ρ23|, (4b)
and the second-order distinguishability and visibility,
D2 = |ρ11 − ρ33|
ρ11 + ρ33 , (5a)
V2 = 2|ρ13|
ρ11 + ρ33 . (5b)
Thus the first- and second-order duality relations for the two-
photon case are
D21 + V 21 = |ρ11 − ρ33|2 + 2|ρ12 + ρ23|2  1, (6a)
and
D22 + V 22 = 1 −
4(ρ11ρ33 − |ρ13|2)
(ρ11 + ρ33)2  1. (6b)
For the following group of pure states,
|ψ〉 = (1 − R)|2102〉 +
√
2R(1 − R)eiφ0 |1112〉
+Re2iφ0 |0122〉, (7)
the equal sign is satisfied in both Eqs. (6a) and (6b). Such
a two-photon pure state can be experimentally prepared by
feeding the Mach-Zehnder interferometer with the two-photon
Fock state. Here the parameter R is the reflectivity of the
variable beam splitter (VBS) in Fig. 1, and the phase difference
between the two paths, φ0, is induced by the VBS and
the length difference between the two paths, whose value
does not need to be known. For this particular pure state,
the first-order distinguishability and visibility [see Eq. (4)]
are D1 = |1 − 2R| and V1 = 2
√
R(1 − R), and the second-
order distinguishability and visibility [see Eq. (5)] are D2 =|1−2R|
(1−R)2+R2 and V2 = 2R(1−R)(1−R)2+R2 , respectively. Finally we have
D21 + V 21 = D22 + V 22 = 1.
If the phase difference φ0 is randomized, we have
completely mixed two-photon state with zero off-diagonal
elements,
ρ ′ =
⎛
⎜⎝
(1 − R)2 0 0
0 2R(1 − R) 0
0 0 R2
⎞
⎟⎠ , (8)
which leads to zero visibility V1 = 0 and V2 = 0. In this
case, the first-order distinguishability and the second-order
distinguishability are D1 = |1 − 2R| and D2 = |1−2R|(1−R)2+R2 ,
respectively. For the completely mixed state, we have D21 +
V 21 < 1 and D22 + V 22 < 1.
III. EXPERIMENT
We now experimentally examine the duality relations,
Eqs. (6a) and (6b), for the two-photon case. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 2. The two-photon state is prepared
by collinear type-I spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC). We use the second-harmonic generation from a
013828-2
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental setup for the input of two-
photon pairs: Horizontally polarized photon pairs produced from
parametric down-conversion are sent to the interferometer. Each
output is equally split by the 50:50 BS, and then connected to two
single-photon detectors, D1 and D′1 (D2 and D′2).
Ti:sapphire laser at 850 nm with pulses of width 130 fs
and repetition rate 76 MHz to pump a 1 × 2 × 0.3-mm3
PPKTP (periodically poled KTiOPO4) crystal for the SPDC.
The pulse generates a two-photon pair at 850 nm with the
same polarization, which is then used as the input of the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Please note that the vacuum
component, which dominates the optical field of the SPDC,
has no effect on our data recording. The components with
photon number larger than 2 are negligible. Thus the collinear
type-I SPDC produces a conditional two-photon Fock state
in our experiment, similar to the case of conditional single
photons generated through type-II SPDC [22]. After the VBS
in Fig. 2, which is composed of a half-wave plate and
a polarization beam splitter (PBS), all the photons with
horizontal polarization enter path 1, and the photons with
vertical polarization go to path 2. At the output, BS2 is
composed of two PBSs and a half-wave plate in the middle
(see Fig. 2). The first PBS is used to combine the two light
beams in paths 1 and 2, and the half-wave plate is to rotate the
polarization of the two combined light beams by 45◦, which
overlap and interfere at the second PBS. Finally, we employ
four single-photon detectors, D1, D′1, D2, and D′2 (see Fig. 2)
for the measurement, where the two detectors D1 and D′1 are
employed after a 50:50 BS to detect the photons in path 1,
and the two detectors D2 and D′2, after another 50:50 BS, are
for the photons in path 2. The four single-photon detectors at
the output of the interferometer record six coincidence counts,
N1,1, N1,2, N1,2′ , N1′,2, N1′,2′ , and N2,2′ where the subscripts
1,1′,2 and 2′ indicate the four single-photon detectors, D1,
D′1, D2, and D′2, respectively. We ignore any event with a
single count (single detector click). The two photons can
enter the same detector which results in a single click. Since
the current photon detectors cannot distinguish two-photon
absorption from one-photon absorption, the two-photon pairs
being absorbed by the same detector are not counted in our
experiment (as only one click). That is to say, N1,1, N1′,1′ , N2,2,
and N2′,2′ are not counted. Now let us analyze the probability
of two-photon pairs entering the same detector, N1,1, N1′,1′ ,
N2,2, and N2′,2′ . Any two-photon state |2〉 (with another input
port in the vacuum) is equally split by a 50:50 BS into
the superposition of 1√
2
(|2102〉 +
√
2|1112〉 + |2102〉), which
tells us that the total probability for both photons entering
the same output path is always equal to the probability for
the two photons being separated. Although the sum of the
two-photon pairs entering the same detector D1 and D′1 (or
D2 and D′2) is not counted in our experiment, its contribution
to our results is equal to the probability of the coincidence
detection by D1 and D′1 (or D2 and D′2), owing to the 50:50 BS
in each output path. That is to say, N1,1 + N1′,1′ = N1′,1 and
N2,2 + N2′,2′ = N2′,2.
For the measurement of the first-order distinguishability
D1, we need to remove the BS2 in Fig. 2, and record the
counting difference between the two paths [see Eq. (1a) with
k = 1]. With the same detection efficiency for every detector
and the same dissipation rate for all paths, the probability of
finding the photons in path i (i = 1,2), pi , depends on the
coincidence counting through the following relation:
p1 = 2(N1,1 + N1
′,1′ + N1,1′ ) + C12
N
= 4N1,1′ + C12
N
, (9a)
p2 = 2(N2,2 + N2
′,2′ + N2,2′ ) + C12
N
= 4N2,2′ + C12
N
, (9b)
with N = 2(N1,1′ + N1,1 + N1′,1′ + N2,2′ + N2,2 + N2′,2′ ) +
2C12 = 4(N1,1′ + N2,2′ ) + 2C12 being the total photon number
of the two-photon pairs, and C12 = N1,2 + N1,2′ + N1′,2 +
N1′,2′ being the total coincidence counting between paths 1
and 2. Note that the two probabilities p1 and p2 sum up to 1;
the first-order particle information [see Eq. (1a) with k = 1]
can be directly obtained as
D1 = |p1 − p2|. (10)
For the second-order distinguishability D2, we also need
to remove the BS2 in Fig. 2, and record only two pairs
of coincidence counts, N1,1′ ,N2′,2, which are actually the
second-order autocorrelation of the fields in the two paths 1
and 2 [23], i.e., 〈(a+i )2a2i 〉 ∼ Ni,i ′ (i = 1,2). The second-order
distinguishability, based on the definition (1a) with k = 2,
turns out to be
D2 =
∣∣∣∣
N1,1′ − N2,2′
N1,1′ + N2,2′
∣∣∣∣ . (11)
For the measurement of the first-order visibility V1, we
have to employ the BS2 in Fig. 2, and appropriately adjust the
phase shifter φ, through the piezoelectric (PZT) in path 2, to
maximize the probability p1, so that it reaches its maximum
value pmax, and accordingly, the probability p2 reaches its
minimum value pmin. The difference is just the first-order
visibility,
V1 = pmax − pmin, (12)
which is equivalent to the definition, Eq. (1b), with k = 1 [20].
Please note the equality pmax + pmin = 1 always holds for
the first-order case. For the measurement of the second-order
visibilityV2, we appropriately adjust the phase shift,φ, through
the PZT in path 2, to maximize the sum of the two second-order
autocorrelation functions, (N ′1,1′ + N ′2′,2)max. The sum reaches
its minimum values (N ′1,1′ + N ′2′,2)min when the phase shift
is further retarded by a value of π/2, which is realized in
experiment through the control of the voltage on the PZT. The
second-order visibility is then obtained by
V2 =
(N ′1,1′ + N ′2,2′ )max − (N ′1,1′ + N ′2,2′ )min
N1,1′ + N2,2′ , (13)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) First-order (a) and second-order (b) duality
information with the reflectivity of the variable beam splitter R for
the pure state (7). In both the first-order and second-order cases, the
squared visibility (blue dotted lines) increases with the decrease of
the squared distinguishability (red dashed lines), and theoretically
keeps their sum (gray solid lines) a constant. Points with error bar are
experimental data.
which is equal to the maximum expectation value of Eq. (1b)
with k = 2, over the parameter φ, i.e., |〈 ˆV2〉|max [20].
If the two-photon flux is prepared in the two-photon pure
state (7), the theoretical values of the six coincidence counts
among the four single-photon detectors, D1, D′1, D2, and D′2,
are N1,1′ = N4 (1 − R)2, N2,2′ = N4 R2, N1,2′ = N1,2 = N1′,2′ =
N1′,2 = N4 R(1 − R) for the measurement of the distinguish-
ablity D1 and D2, and N ′1,1′ = N
′
16 |
√
1 − R + √Rei(φ0+φ)|4,
N ′2,2′ = N
′
16 |
√
1 − R − √Rei(φ0+φ)|4, N ′1,2′ = N ′1,2 = N ′1′,2′ =
N ′1′,2 = N
′
16 |Re2i(φ0+φ) + R − 1|2 for the measurement of the
visibility V1 and V2, where Ni,j (N ′i,j ) is the coincidence
count in the measurement of the distinguishability (visibility).
For the measurement of the second-order visibility V2, the
sum of the two coincidence counts (N ′1,1′ + N ′2′,2) reaches
its maximum value, (N ′1,1′ + N ′2′,2)max = N
′
8 [1 + 4R(1 − R)],
if the phase φ and the phase φ0 in the initial state [Eq. (7)]
satisfy cos2(φ0 + φ) = 1, and reaches its minimum value,
(N ′1,1′ + N ′2′,2)min = N
′
8 , in the case of cos(φ0 + φ) = 0. In the
experiments, the important phase is (φ0 + φ), and the exact
values of φ0 and φ do not matter.
If the two-photon flux is prepared in the two-photon
mixed state [Eq. (8)], the theoretical values of the six
coincidence counts are N1,1′ = N4 (1 − R)2, N2,2′ = N4 R2,
N1,2′ = N1,2 = N1′,2′ = N1′,2 = N4 R(1 − R) for the measure-
ment of distinguishablity D1 and D2. It is found that the
coincidence counts for the measurement of distinguishablity
are identical for the pure state (7) and the mixed state
(8), so the two states will exhibit the same particlelike
behavior in principle. For the measurement of the visibility
V1 and V2 for the mixed state (8), the six coincidence
counts are N ′1,1′ = N ′2′,2 = N
′
16 [1 + 2R(1 − R)] and N ′1,2 =
N ′1,2′ = N ′1′,2 = N ′1′,2′ = N
′
16 |1 − 2R(1 − R)| theoretically. All
these coincidence counts above are independent of the phase
φ for the completely mixed state (8). The independence
FIG. 4. (Color online) The first-order (a) and second-order (b)
duality information with the reflectivity of the variable beam splitter
R for the mixed state (8). In both the first-order and second-order
cases, the squared visibility (blue dotted lines) theoretically remains
zero, and the squared distinguishability (red dashed lines) equals to
the sum (gray solid lines) of the two quantities. Points with error bar
are experimental data.
relation between the six coincidence counts and the phase
φ can be verified by gradually tilting an optical element in
the interferometer, e.g., a PBS, and checking whether the
coincidence counts change. Since the PZT plays no role in
maximizing or minimizing the required coincidence counts
for the completely mixed state, we can use the PZT in our
experiment as a part of the preparation of the mixed state
(8). In the experiment we randomize the voltage added on
the PZT (randomize the phase difference φ0) to generate the
completed mixed state (in the statistical viewpoint). It follows,
on substituting these coincident counts into Eqs. (9)–(11),
that we obtain the same results for the distinguishability and
visibility as predicted in Eqs. (4) and (5), which are derived
based on the operator representation.
The experimental measurements of D1 and D2 are plotted
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), as the red circle points with error bar
(near the red dashed line). The experimental measurements of
V1 and V2 are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), as the blue triangle
points with error bar (near the blue dotted line). The sums of
D21 + V 21 and D22 + V 22 are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), as
the gray square points with error bar (near the gray solid line).
It is clear that the sum is almost equal to 1.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The theoretical values for the squared visibility, V 21 and
V 22 (blue dotted lines), and squared distinguishability, D21 and
D22 (red dashed lines), and their sums (gray solid lines) are
plotted as a function of the reflectivity R in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively. The points with error bars are the corresponding
experimental results. Here we see that the duality relation
Eq. (2) with k = 1,2 is saturated for the two-photon pure
states (7). Therefore, the single-photon source is not the only
choice to verify the duality relation, even for the first-order
duality relation. Note the results for R = 0.5 to 1.0 are
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the same as R = 0.5 to 0.0. In the experiment, the highest
visibility is 0.89, smaller than the theoretical value of 1 due to
unbalanced probabilities of the photon entering the two paths
of the interferometer, decoherence of the photons, imperfect
overlap of the two interfering paths at the output, and unequal
detection efficiencies of the detectors.
The duality information for the two-photon mixed state
(8) is illustrated in Fig. 4. This state is realized by completely
randomizing the phase difference between the two paths in
the interferometer. The square of the first-order visibility, V 21 ,
and distinguishability, D21, are plotted as blue dotted line and
red dashed line, respectively, in Fig. 4(a), and the square of
the second-order visibility, V 22 , and distinguishability, D22, are
plotted with the same style in Fig. 4(b). As opposed to the
pure-state case discussed above, we obtain almost vanishing
visibility for all values of reflectivity R, i.e., V 21 = V 22 = 0
(see the blue triangle points for the experimental data in
Fig. 4). It implies that the interference is not observed for the
completely mixed state (8), due to the zero coherence terms
(zero off-diagonal elements) in the density matrix (8). With
the increasing of the reflectivity R, the distinguishability D21
and D22 have the same behavior as for the pure-state case
discussed above (see the red circle points for experimental
data and red dashed line for the theoretical expectation).
These results are in accord with the fact that the visibility for
wavelike behavior is determined by the coherence terms in
the density matrix, and the distinguishability for particlelike
behavior is determined by the diagonal elements in the density
matrix as discussed in our theoretical analysis of Eqs. (4) and
(5). With the increasing of R, the lost particle information
does not turn to the wave knowledge of visibility. Thus the
duality information, i.e., the total sum of the squared visibility
and distinguishability, is not saturated in this mixed-state case
(see the gray square points with error bar in Fig. 4).
We can make a comparison between the duality relation of
two-photon pairs in the present work and the duality relation
of single photons discussed in Ref. [10]. The two-photon
pure state (7) and mixed state (8) exhibit the same first-order
duality as the single-photon pure state and single-photon mixed
state discussed in Ref. [10]. However, as was pointed out in
Ref. [20], both the second-order visibility and the second-order
distinguishability of a single-photon system are zero, and the
second-order duality relation for the two-photon pair input
is different from that for the single-photon input. That is
to say, two optical fields may exhibit the same first-order
duality relation, but different second-order duality relation.
The high-order duality relation is important in analyzing the
duality experiments for multiphoton sources.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We tested experimentally the first- and second-order duality
relations for the two-photon states in the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, which is consistent with the theoretical pre-
dictions contained in the inequality (2). The first-order duality
relation solely is not enough to describe the full duality as the
two optical fields exhibiting the same first-order particlelike
and wavelike behaviors may have different second-order
particlelike and wavelike behaviors. We find that the first-order
duality relation is always valid for single-photon states and
two-photon states. The sums of the first- and second-order
wave information and particle information are equal to 1 for the
two-photon pure states, and smaller than 1 for the two-photon
mixed states. The higher-order duality may provide us more
information about the duality experiments with multiphoton
input, and accordingly may deepen our understanding of the
wave-particle duality.
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